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Horizon Expert Orders Delayed At Providence;
Interface to Related System Cited As Reason

The go-live date for McKesson’s Horizon Expert
Orders at Providence Health System, Portland, Ore., has
been pushed back again, this time to May 2005.  The
system is McKesson’s major new software in clinical infor-
mation systems.  It includes computerized physician order
entry with physician decision support.

When we last reported on this implementation (In-
side Healthcare, 03/22/04), Horizon Expert Orders had
been due to go live in September, 2004.  It has been de-
layed several times since it was announced in 2001.

The September target date had been based on the
assumption that Providence would have   (See ‘Horizon, p. 8)

How To Deal With A Weather Disaster:
Hospitals Were Mostly Ready For Hurricanes

Two Report Shutting Down Patient Care Systems
...And There Was That Plastic Garbage Bag Defense

By Correspondent Howard Wheat

While hurricanes Frances and Ivan left hospitals in
Florida and Alabama wind-damaged and water-soaked,
information technology departments whose hospitals took
the brunt of these hurricanes reported no major problems,
thanks mainly to careful preparations and some heroic
efforts by staff members.

Two reported having to move equipment.  Two shut
patient care information systems down.  One kept water
from the computer room with a shop vacuum, buckets, and
mops.  One lost Internet service.  Another IT department
was so well prepared that it was able to let some of its
staff go off and help with a critical but odd duty: lugging
rainwater to upstairs toilets.  (See below.)

Most preparations before the hurricanes struck were
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Siemens: More Clients Are
Now Live On Soarian Apps

 Siemens said Riverside Walter
Reed, 70 beds, Gloucester, Va.,
is live on Soarian Clinical Team,
which offers Nursing Assess-
ments, Patient Charting and
Intakes & Outputs.  Lakeside
Hospital, 194 beds, Omaha,
Neb. ,is live on Soarian Clinical
Access clinical repository; and
Saint Joseph’s Medical Center
of Yonkers, N.Y., 233 beds, is
live on Soarian Scheduling.

Cerner Buys Gajema
Cerner Corp. has acquired
Gajema  Software, a 6-em-
ployee, Charlotte, N.C., vendor
of technology to support labora-
tory outreach efforts.  Gajema
offers applications to manager
couriers, client services, phle-
botomy, and supply distribution
departments within the labora-
tory, Cerner said.

And we hear that...
Sisters of Mercy Health
System, St. Louis, Mo. plans a
$226 million technology upgrade.
The 18-hospital health system
recently recruited 70 employees
who will go to work full-time on
the project.
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fairly uniform and typical for hospitals in the
line of fire: they backed up data on tapes
and stored them in secure locations, ensured
that extensive emergency power was avail-
able, and moved vulnerable computer equip-
ment to higher ground.

Hospital IT departments seemed to
follow the mantra of Dave Garrett, CIO at
the five-hospital system of Baptist Health
Care in Pensacola, Fla., that his department
not fall victim to becoming a burden to some-
one else at the hospital during a hurricane.

Long hours turned into long days as
hospital information technology crews
manned their posts around the clock, with
only intermittent catnaps breaking up their
vigils against the hurricanes.  Once it be-
come clear that their computer systems
would weather the hurricanes, staff mem-
bers helped out in other areas by moving
patients out of harm’s way, washing dishes
to feed the next round of hungry employees
and patients, and clearing debris from hospi-
tal roofs for Life Flight helicopters.

“Most of the heroic efforts had noth-
ing to do with the systems,” said Brian Tew,
director of information systems at Vero
Beach’s Indian River Memorial Hospital,
which faced off against Hurricane Frances.

Once the hurricane force winds had
faded, hospital information technology de-
partments refused to rest on their laurels as
they immediately began thinking of ways to
improve their plans before the next hurricane
strikes.

Here are the stories of how the com-
puter systems at four hospitals in Florida and
Alabama withstood the fury of hurricanes
Ivan and Frances.  (Our deadline came
before we could report on any effects of
Hurricane Jeanne.)

Martin Medical Center damaged, but no
computer outage

With winds over 100 miles an hour,
Hurricane Frances blew the penthouse
containing the equipment that operated the
elevators off the top of Martin Memorial
Medical Center in Stuart, Fla., wiping out
elevator service and allowing some water to
enter the building.

However, Bernie Lubitz, Martin Me-
morial Health Systems director of communi-
cations and technology, said the hospital lost
absolutely no services at all thanks to a long-
time policy of making its systems more
redundant and hardy each time new technol-
ogy became available and thanks to exten-
sive uninterruptible power fed by a diesel
generator exclusive to the equipment in the
computer center.

Lubitz, who stayed for 72 hours
straight in the data center along with some
other staff members, said none of Martin
Memorial’s doctors and nurses had to resort
to paper documentation, as the hospital’s
computers were all up and available to them
throughout Hurricane Frances.

The only surprises, according to
Lubitz, were a few interruptions to the air
conditioning in the hospital’s computer room
that occurred due to the length of time that it
was running on generator power as slow-
moving Frances took its time before finally
making landfall near Stuart.  “Luckily, we had
redundant systems in multiple condensers
and air handlers, so we managed to make it
through without a problem,” he added.

Remote diagnostic site shut due to power
outage

Next time, Lubitz said he would like to
see more of the area at the data center
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connected to its emergency power system
and he would like to see generator power at
some of Martin Memorial’s remote sites that
did not have access to power.  Without
generator power, he said one of the
system’s major diagnostic centers where
radiological testing is performed wasn’t able
to open for several days.

Indian River Memorial worry: data center
on first floor

At 335-bed Indian River Memorial
Hospital in Vero Beach, Brian Tew said the
real challenge for his information technology
staff was having its data center on the first
floor, which meant that all of the critical
systems would have to be moved to a desig-
nated place upstairs at the first hint of a
water damage threat.

“I don’t like moving things unless it is
absolutely necessary,” Tew said.  “We have
an AS/400 that’s been spinning for several
years.  You really don’t want to turn it of and
let those hard drives cool off because they
might not spin again.”

Tew said the systems handling email
and the Internet went upstairs anyway be-
fore the hurricane was even close – just in
case – to prevent any likelihood of the hospi-
tal losing communication.

Not enough backup power for computer
cooling, so hospital went to paper

Although the phones and Internet
stayed up during the hurricane along with
critical computer systems, Tew said the
hospital lost power, which limited air condi-
tioning in the data center and required a
shutdown of all non-critical applications.
Instead of documenting patient care on a
computer, he said nurses and doctors had to
switch to paper for a while.

Although “everything went surprisingly
well” for the hospital’s data center, Tew said
Indian River Memorial Hospital is now inves-
tigating moving its data center and phone
switch from the first floor to the second to
better protect them against water damage.

New IT emergency duty: lugging rainwa-
ter up to toilets

Once it became apparent that the
computer systems were safe from Hurricane
Frances, Tew said the hats of his staff
members changed as they helped move
patients, fortified cracked windows, and
collected rain water in garbage cans and
took them to each floor so toilets could be
flushed for the 160 patients and 200 employ-
ees in the building.  “It’s just things like that
that you really don’t think about,” he added.

Mainframe access shut off at U. of Ala-
bama Health

Scott Dickinson, management sys-
tems specialist at the University of South
Alabama Health System in Mobile, Ala., said
its hurricane plan involved shutting off all
access to the mainframe located on the
university campus a few miles away from the
medical center when the wind speed
reached 55 miles an hour.

“All of our hospital and patient infor-
mation is on the mainframe and that’s the
thing we were worried about the most,” he
added, noting that users could still use the
Internet and e-mail, but they could not ac-
cess patient information.

With the highest winds from Ivan at
about 110 miles an hour, Dickinson said the
medical center sustained some water dam-
age due to leaks, but not the computer
equipment, which was protected by plastic
and the actions of information technology
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staff.

“Whenever there was a little bit of a
leak in our server area, we just moved
equipment to another location,” said
Dickinson.  “It went down for a little bit, but
we got it back up shortly.” With things going
so well in his department, Dickinson said he
and colleagues pitched in and helped out in
the hospital’s kitchen with the dishes.

Running on generators for four days

Garrett said the data center at Bap-
tist Hospital in Pensacola “never blinked”
during the 120 mile-an-hour winds of Hurri-
cane Ivan and the four days that computer
systems were run by generator power.

During the height of the storm,
Garrett said his department had a close call
with water coming in under the foundation
near the computer systems.  It was quelled
after some keen work by his staff with a
shop vacuum, rags and buckets.  “But we
never had one system go down,” he added.

Also helping in the general effort
against water damage was having everyone
in the Baptist organization ahead of the
hurricane place their unplugged and cooled-
off computers in plastic garbage bags and
then on the tops of their desks, according to
Garrett, who said not one of the system’s
2,800 computers were lost due to the hurri-
cane.

Workers brought families to IT command
center

Garrett said his department had its
own command-and-control center that took
care of its own energy, food, and water
needs as well as the children of employees.
“We had some people at the data center
bring their families,” said Garrett, who

brought along his wife and two children.
“We had plenty of food, plenty of water, and
everything else.  People brought video
games for their kids.  We sanctioned off an
area so people could watch movies.”

Garrett said he was also tipped off a
few weeks ago by an Orlando Regional
Medical Center official about the insatiable
demand for day care after a hurricane due to
the inevitable closing of schools and nurser-
ies.  He said this advice prompted Baptist to
set up numerous hurricane-prompted day
care facilities throughout its system.  “If you
want employees to come to work, you’d
better find a place to put their kids,” he
added.  “We were ready for it.”

Garrett said he divided his staff into A
and B teams, with the former riding out the
hurricane and the latter coming in afterward.

With operations at the data center
running so smoothly, Garrett said at one
point his staff was unloading water and food
in another part of the hospital and was on
the fifth floor roof clearing debris and picking
up pieces of air handlers and ductwork right
after the hurricane to help the Life Flight
helicopters.  “We were doing whatever we
were asked to do,” he said.

In the aftermath of Hurricane Ivan,
Garrett said Baptist will evaluate the need to
have an alternative internet service provider
to backup its current provider, which had one
of its main fiber feeds tied to a bridge that
was partially knocked off its pilings due to
the tidal surge, leaving the hospital without
external internet service four almost four
days.

Daou Hooks Up With InterSystems

Daou Systems, Exton Pa., said it will
become an implementation partner of
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InterSystems, the Cambridge Mass., vendor
best known for the Cache database.  Daou’s
role will be in implementation of Cache’s new
Ensemble integration platform.  Ensemble
will allow Daou to build integration compo-
nents that are replicable from one client
to the next, said Daou VP John Peterson.

Vendor: Marketing Software Netted
Inova $804,000* On One Campaign
*not including the price of the software

[Editor’s note: this report is largely about hospital
marketing.  But because it involves both software
acquisition and strategic use of data, we think it
should also be on every CIO’s radar screen.]

A vendor of healthcare marketing
programs and databases claims that Inova
Fairfax Hospital, a 753-bed regional medical
center serving Northern Virginia and Wash-
ington D.C., netted $803,614 when it used
consumer segmentation software to help
market its Chest Pain Observation unit.

Inova purchased the tools, called the
Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
program, a centralized database of contacts,
and the Consumer Healthcare Utilization
Service, an analytical software program,
from Wisconsin-based CPM Marketing
Group.

The two tools allowed Inova to target
25,352 individuals who showed a propensity
to need cardiology services based on a
variety of criteria, including age and previous
hypertension diagnosis, and who had house-
hold incomes of greater than $50,000 (pre-
sumably reflecting ability to pay.)

Inova used a two-step marketing
campaign to elicit a response from these
individuals.  The hospital first sent each
targeted person a personalized letter and
brochure explaining cardiac warning signs

with an offer to take a health risk assess-
ment, then followed up with one of 32 cus-
tomized postcards.

To determine the success of its
marketing campaign, Inova tracked the
number of patients who requested medical
care from September 2003 through July
2004.  After analyzing a control group’s
response, CPM determined that the market-
ing campaign was the main factor leading
245 patients to receive cardiology services
and 2,312 patients to receive non-cardiology
services.  The total gross charges attribut-
able to these patients was $5,767,487 for
cardiology services and $12,839,428 for
non-cardiology services.

After subtracting operating costs of
95%, then direct marketing costs of $63,366
per group, CPM reached a final return on
investment (ROI) of $578,605 for cardiology
services and $225,008 for non-cardiology
services — a total of $803,614.

Erin Styles, CRM project manager at
Inova, and Mark Clark, senior creative direc-
tor of CPM, both attribute the success of the
campaign to the selection criteria, which
ensured that Inova wasn’t sending messages
to people who weren’t likely to respond, and
to the message itself, which stimulated
targets to act.  The full case study is avail-
able at the CPM web site at http://
www.cpm.com/registration/
register.cfm?message=download&origin=studies

Calculating the ROI

The test identified a group of people
who were in the target audience, and made
them a control group by not sending them
the direct mail solicitations.  Their use of the
services studied was tracked and tabulated.

By projecting their response rates
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onto the 25,352 individuals who did receive
the mailings, CPM calculated that 0.9%, or
235, of the targeted individuals would have
received cardiology services anyway, and
24.5% or 6,220, would have received non-
cardiology services anyway.  In actuality, of
the 25,352 individuals targeted, 480 received
cardiology services, and 8,533 received non-
cardiology services.

That allowed CPM to reasonably
assume that the marketing campaign was
the reason 245 patients received cardiology
services and 2,312 patients received non-
cardiology services, for total gross charges
of $5,767,487.and $12,839,428. respec-
tively.

At an estimated average 5% profit
margin, the direct mail campaigns netted
$288,374 for cardiology services and
$641,971 for non-cardiology services.  “Cli-
ents can assign whatever profit margin they
want, but 5% is the standard ratio that CPM
uses, so it’s what Inova selected,” says
Clark.  Erin Styles, CRM project manager at
Inova, says Inova chose 5% because “al-
though profit margin varies by procedure,
taking 5% across the board is conservative.”
– Correspondent Julie Schaeffer

A contrary view:
Why Customer Relationship
Software Isn’t Really A Bonanza

 Yes, the campaign above does seem
to have been quite profitable--and good for
the patients who were targeted, even if the
$803,614 is a soft number.  Here are some
caveats if your IT department and marketing
department are thinking of teaming up on a
program like this:

1.  The profit margin.  The $803,614
was based on the assumptions of a 5%
profit margin after costs of performing the
services for which the patients showed up.

CPM says this is conservative; yours may be
higher or lower.  But you need to know your
own profit-margin numbers for every treat-
ment you’re trying to market before buying
the software and services.

2.  The figures don’t seem to in-
clude pay for in-house marketing staff.
We at Inside Healthcare Computing have 15
years’ experience at direct mail marketing
(albeit to you rather than to your potential
customers).  Our experience is that success-
ful direct mail campaigns require a great
deal of the time of in-house people with both
organizational and marketing skills.

3.  What works for one doesn’t
necessarily work for another.  Several
times over the years, we have tested ex-
amples of “great” sales pitch letters from
outside professionals on our own universe
off potential customers.  In every case –
literally EVERY case – when tested side-by-
side against our own direct-mail letters, the
ideas from leading direct mail pros did not
do as well as those we wrote.  Your results
with outside pros may differ, of course, but
the lesson for us has been thta we have to
write our own sales pitches.  And that re-
quires special skills.

4.  Results diminish with repetition.
Obviously, your first letter seeking patients
who need cardiology work is likely to draw a
lot more response than your third to the
same list for the same disease.  However,
hidden in the CPM numbers is a vivid illustra-
tion of another, more subtle way that re-
sponse will surely diminish over time: the
cardiology letter drew $5.7 million in sales of
the kinds of services for which the patients
were asked to come in, but also $12.8
million in non-cardiology treatments.  That
means $12.8 million worth of sales won’t be
available to respond to future mailings for
those diseases.

5.  Results diminish with competi-
tion.  If direct mail works, and your cross-
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town competitor starts mailing similarly, then
you’ll be dividing up those sales dollars--but
paying the same cost to land them.
.

6.  The figures don’t include the
cost of the system.  The vendor and Inova
bolth say the software is for ongoing use, so
it becomes part of the user’s overhead, not a
cost of the particular campaign.  But obvi-
ously, systems and the people who work
them cost money.  Pretending that they’re
just part of your overhead is horse hockey.
Moreover, if your results diminish over time
as they do for almost all direct mailers, then
the early, most profitable mailings should
bear most of the up-front costs.

Even when the fat return-on-some-
costs numbers are adjusted for reality, there
does seem to be real value in the computer-
ized target-marketing approach from CPM
Marketing Group.  Certainly, there is better
money to be made in scientifically targeted
direct mail offering a particular product line
to an identifiable market segment than the
sort of direct mail I get from local hospitals--
a color brochure generalizing about the
hospital.  My view: if a service like this is
available as a service-bureau-based,
project-by-project operation without an up-
front investment in technology, then your
marketing staff might be better off trying it
that way first.   – Bill Donovan, Publisher

Upcoming eHealth Meeting Covers
HIT Legal, Financial, Clinicals

In case you’re one of the few
healthcare IT people on the planet who
hasn’t heard John Glaser speak or who
thinks David Brailer is worth listening to,
here’s your chance: they’re headlining a big
meeting on healthcare information technol-
ogy legal and financial issues being held Oct.
20-23 in Washington, D.C., by the eHealth
Initiative.  Several dozen speakers will cover

just about every healthcare IT topic from
capital, reimbursement and payment incen-
tives; return on investment; and legal issues
in technology acquisition, to an array of
clinical information systems topics.  See
www.HITSummit.com.

MDAnywhere To Merge

MDAnywhere, a Baltimore, Md.,
vendor of web-based hospital and physician
systems, plans to merge with Arlington, Va.-
based MobiHealth, Inc., which offers mobile
applications including charge capture, pre-
scription writer, order entry, and others.

The back story on MDAnywhere: it
didn’t rank among top vendors in the 2003
Electronic Medical Record Survey by Marc
Anderson of AC Group (www.acgroup.org),
but said at the time that it would be signifi-
cantly increasing its functionality within the
next year.  Then it declined to participate in
the 2004 survey (Inside Healthcare Comput-
ing, 01/12/04, 06/14/04).  The merger
seems to offer the possibility of that prom-
ised significant functionality boost.

Vendors Join Forces To Persuade
MDs on  Electronic Systems

Several vendors have organized to
persuade MDs to license e-prescribing
systems, to provide caregivers with best
practice models, and to support lobbying
to urge government to help pay for elec-
tronic clinical systems.  Members include
Allscripts, Capgemini, Cisco, Microsoft,
HP, NDCHealth, RxHub, SureScripts and
the US National Council for Prescription
Drug Programs (NCPDP).

Names and Faces:

 Graham King, recently retired presi-
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dent of McKesson Information Solutions,
has been appointed to serve a one-year
term on the Certification Commission for
Healthcare Information Technology.  The
commission is establishing criteria for evalu-
ating software functionality and system
interoperability in support of the
government’s Framework for Strategic
Action on healthcare IT systems.

Steven Allen, former regional vice
president of Medquist, is joining Arrendale
Associates, Inc., Charolette, N.C., where
he will serve as chief operating officer.
Medquist, of Mount Laurel, N.J., is embroiled
in a client billing scandal.  Both firms provide
medical transcription services.

Kevin Donnelly has been named vice
president and general manager of SNOMED
International.

Horizon...continued from page 1:

Horizon Meds Manager running, says Rick
Sahli, regional pharmacy director at Provi-
dence.

Horizon Meds Manager hasn’t gone
live yet because it lacks an interface with
Horizon Clinicals.  “It was the delay in the
general release of that interface that kept
pushing back our ability to implement Horizon
Meds Manager,” he says.  McKesson has
just delivered the interface, he reports, and
Providence has installed it at one of its
smaller hospitals in Oregon.  The interface is
working well, he adds. Providence is now
waiting for an upgrade to the interface la-
beled as 8.1.  That is expected by the end of
this year.  After the upgrade is installed,
Providence plans to go live with Horizon

Meds Manager by next February, and Hori-
zon Expert Orders by next May.

Because Horizon Expert Orders is
designed to work with Horizon Meds Man-
ager, Sahli explains, implementation of the
CPOE system needs to follow the pharmacy
management system.  “These things line up
like dominos,” he says.

In the meantime, Providence is doing
groundwork in Horizon Expert Orders to
prepare for its eventual use.  The hospital is
in the process of mapping drug names and
the medical terms that its staff uses to the
descriptors in Horizon Expert Orders.  It is a
lengthy process, Sahli says, but the elec-
tronic tools provided by McKesson are
helping to make it less cumbersome.

Physicians at Providence have seen
demonstrations of the CPOE system, he
says, but no MDs are using it yet because
the program is still being configured.  Physi-
cians at the hospital are supportive of the
concept, Sahli reports, but “most of them are
in a wait and see mode.”

$75,000 Awards Available

Applications are available for the
2005 American Hospital Association
McKesson Quest  for Quality prize. $75,000
awards are available to organizations that
have committed to systematic achievement
of certain Institute of Medicine patient quality
of care goals. Applications are due by Oct.
15, 2004. Additional information and applica-
tions are available at www.aha.org/
questforquality or by calling (312) 422-2700.
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